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Abstra+There IS a growmg mterest to design and operate chemical processes for reduced energy consumphon 
As an example a compmson IS made between the dlstdlation of bmary rmxtures m a coaventmnal dxxtillation 
column, a vapour recompresslon system and a two column heat mtegrated system For ali three con@rahons 
constramt control schemes are proposed UtWy costs can be reduced with about a factor of two by usrng a heat 
u&grated system 

1 lNTRODUCTlON 

In the way it IS commonly apphed m the chemxal 
mdustry, dMllation 1s an energy consummg process 
heat IS added 111 order to evaporate and dlstlll a mixture 
and coohng has to be Introduced to urlthdraw the added 
energy (Fig 1) It should come as no surpnse that ideas 
have been proposed to decrease energy consumption m 
dlsaation [l-4] One system wluch was designed to 
conserve energy was the use of a heat pump by usmg the 
heat of condensation of overhead vapour for reborn 
(Fw 2) The attractiveness of tfus opt1011 e&rely 
depends on the thermodynamic etlicrency of the heat 
P-P 

Another way to conserve energy is to replace a smgle 
column by two heat mtegrated columns m parallel, as 
shown m FGg 3 The overhead vapour from the first 
column 1s used as a heatmg medium for the second 
column reboller The first column must be operated at a 
higher pressure than the second column because the 
bottom of the second column will be ncher m higher 
bolllng components than the top of the first column, and 
a temperature dtierence 1s required for heat transfer 

In this paper optunal operation of the different 
configurations for dlstrllatlon wti be studied startmg 
from a more or less optunal design Opmlzation of a 

Fig 1 Conventional dlshllahon process 

Fig 2 msbllation v&b vapour recompresslon 

Fa 3 Bstdlation vnth mtegrated reboderlcondensor 

process generally means operauon m the best possible 
way, consistent with a defined objective and w&m mven 
constramts [S, 61 Tlus wdl be demonstrated for the dls- 
Mlation of two bmary mixtures propanelpropene and 
butanellsobutane 

2 DE-ON OF THE OBJWTIVE lWNCTlON 
The followrng form was chosen for the obJective 

function 
J’=cs+cLB-cpF-c&T-cwW-c=E-I (1) 
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where clndcx IS a cost or value factor, D IS the dstdlate 
flowrate, B IS the bottom product flowrate, F IS the feed 
rate, S 1s the flowrate of the heatmg medium, steam 111 
ths case, W IS the water flowrate, E IS the electiclty 
consumption III the case of vapour recompresslon, 
otherwlse this term IS ignored and Z are fixed costs as 
salaries, overhead costs, etc By using a total mass 
balance, F can be elunmated As Z are fixed costs they 
do not contnbute to the vanable operatmg costs, hence 
eqn (1) may be reduced to 

J=c,,LI+ceB-csS-cwW-c&Z (2) 
where 

cD=c~-cF, cg=c;1-+ 

When consldenng the Uurd term m the right-hand side of 
this equation we have to realtze that heat 1s added to the 
dlstdlatlon process at two places m the reboller and 111 
the feed preheater In the design condition the heat flow 
to the reborler IS much more than a tenfold of the heat 
flow to the feed preheater But as the temperature level 
m the column wdl be a degree of freedom we also have 
to consider the vmatron in rebotig costs compared to 
the vmation III feed preheating costs, or 

v-vs Fc 
ST p 

where V IS the vapour flow from the reboder, SAH/GT IS 
the vmatlon of the heat of vapormtion w&h tem- 
perature and c,, IS the spectic heat of the feed 

In our particular study the first term m eqn (3) was 
about five tunes higher than the second term Therefore 
the costs of feed preheatmg were ignored and for the 
thud term m eqn (2) the rebodmg costs were taken For 
the conventional smgle column and the heat mtegrated 
two column system electnclty costs were ignored. resul- 
tmg m an objective function 

J=c,,D+cBB-c&-cwW (4) 

For the vapour recompression system there was 
obviously no contrtbutlon of steam and water costs, 
hence the objective function can be sunphfied to 

J=c~+c,~-cEE (9 

3 PROCES!S MOD-G 

A static process descrrption mves a good startmg pomt 
for optnnization The result of the static optumzation can 
be that either the process should be kept at one or more 
constramts or at a M top In the first case It can be 
shown [S, 4 that also under dynamic conditions optunal 
operation is close to the constramt 

When the optimum lies on a FLU top dynamic vana- 
ttons have to be consldered But very often the hdl top IS 
rather smooth resultmg III moor changes m the oblechve 
for small dynamic vafliltlons Tl~s means that a static 
optnmzat~on wfl gve reasonable results From a prac- 
tical pomt of view a static optunlzation IS very much 

preferred over a dynamic optlmlzatlon of a detaded 
dynamic model 

The static model used m ths study IS gven m Ap- 
pendlx I, where the Edmister model 17,81 for the dls- 
Mation process IS described bnefly together with equa- 
tions for the compressor, reboller and condenser 

Ln this section the degrees of freedom for optimization 
WIU be analysed for the dtierent configuratlons The 
selection of degrees of freedom for static optimization 1s 
rather arbrtrary 

(1) Conventronal drstdlatlon column 
There are five degrees of freedom for a gven feed, 

which enters the column under botimng pomt conditions 
(see Fig 1) the pressure P, the bottom product flowrate 
B, the dlstlllate flowrate D, the top reflux ratio RT and 
the bottom reflux ratio Rg The bottom reflux ratio can 
be associated with the steam flow to the reboller As D 
and B have to be used for level control, there are three 
remauung degrees of freedom In this study the top 
product quality was specdied for which RT was chosen 
somewhat arbltrardy as manipulated vanable Hence for 
the conventtonal dlstdlatlon process the two degrees of 
freedom were the pressure P and the bottom reflux ratto 
Ra or vapour flow from the reboder V 

(11) The vupour recompressron system (see Fig 2) 
Compared to the conventional dlstdlatlon process 

there 1s one extra degree of freedom the pressure after 
compression However, the reboller and condenser are 
not mdependent As the heat transfer m the 
reboderlcondensor 1s described by two equattons we 
have to use two degrees of freedom for mampulatlon m 
order to fit these equations l&s finally leaves one 
degree of freedom, for whch the column pressure P IS 
chosen Shmskey [3] proposes a connection between the 
compressor outlet and the flash tank (see - - - lme m 
Fa 2) Thus Dves an extra degree of freedom Although 
this flow may be used for control, start-up or shut-down, 
it should be made equal to zero for optimal operation and 
it 1s therefore not used as degree of freedom m this 
study A trun reborler 1s shown wluch may be used for 
start-up 

(I@ The heat mtegrated two column system (see Fig 3) 
For two independent columns there are eleven degrees 

of freedom Four levels have to be controlled thus leav- 
mg seven degrees of freedom the column pressures, the 
top and bottom reflux ratios and the ratio of the feed 
rates However, the columns are mtegrated by the con- 
densor/reboller The heat transfer in tlus heat exchanger 
IS described by two equations In order to fit these 
equations the bottom reflux ratio of column two and the 
top reflux ratio of column one are used The composltlon 
of the mixture of the dlstlllate flows IS specdied and the 
second column top reflux ratio 1s chosen arbltrardy to 
meet this specdication Th~s finally leaves four degrees of 
freedom for thus system the column pressures P, and 
Pz, the first column bottom reflux ratio Rs, and the ratio 
of the feed rates Fs/Fz 
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4 LIMITATIONS IN OPERATION 5 COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS 

The study on optImaI operatlon would lose its reahty 
when the system constramts were left out of con- 
sideration There are four constraints which will be dealt 
with m some more detrlll the reboller constramt, the 
condenser constramt and the column tray constraints 

To optimize the static models the flexible polyhedron 
search method ongmally proposed by Nelder and 
Mead [ 121 was used Quadratic loss penalty 
functions [133 were mtroduced to guard agamst violation 
of hmrtations Top product speclficatlon was met by 
iteratmg over the top reflux ratio 

(I) The reborler constrornt 
In this case study heat IS transferred by condensing steam to 

the boding bottom product We are only concerned with the 
limitation to heat transfer, which 1s assumed to be reached at the 
maxunum condensing rate of the steam When the steam side is 
considered isothermal, the driving force for heat transfer IS the 
temperature ddTerence between the steam side and the bodmg 
bottom product When lgnonng superheatmg of the steam, the 
maximum amount of heat that can be transferred may be des- 
cnbed by 

Q R maX = URARV~ ma% - T 1 bottcml (6) 

where QR max IS the maxnnum heat transfer m the reboller, VR 1s 
the overall heat transfer coefficient m the reboller, AR IS the 
reboder area and T, max is the saturated steam temperature at the 
maxnuum steam pressure 

(Ii) T7te condenser constraint 
In tlus study water was used as a cooling medium Its tem- 

perature IS higher m summer than m winter A rather unfavour- 
able situation was taken a summer mlet water temperature of 
293 K The condenser constraint wffl shift to higher capacltles for 
lower inlet temperatures The maxunum amount of heat IS trans- 
ferred when the outlet water temperature approaches the mlet 
temperature asymptotically 

The maxtmum amount of heat Qo., can be calculated from 

Q c max = U,&(T,, - T, ,.I (7) 

where U, IS the overall heat transfer coefficient m the condenser 
A, IS the condenser heat transfer area 

A more accurate but also complicated way of computrng 
maxunum loadings 1s to consider control valves m the supply 
lines The constraints are reached when the valves are wide 
open 

(m) Column constraints 
We shall not consider weeping and pulsation, phenomena 

which are related to low flows m the column At high hqtnd and 
vapour flow floodmg becomes a limitation m the operation The 
most well-known method to predict flooding IS a correlation by 
Fau et al [9] For each tray spacmg the maxuuum aHowable 
vapour flow follows from 

where D 1s the surface tension. N/m M 1s the molecular we&t. 
Ad IS the column cross secttonai area, m*, p IS the density, kg/m’, 
and f a functional relatIonship This relationship from Fay’s data 
was approximated by a thud order polynomml As conditions are 
dtierent at every tray, eqn (8) was computed for the top, feed 
and bottom tray Surface tension and densdIes were calculated as 
a function of composltlon and pressure, using the data wven m 
references 13, 10, 11) 

Another column constraint to be considered IS the maximum 
allowable operatmg pressure The column and vessels are pro- 
tected from overpressure by relief valves Operating pressure 
must not be allowed to approach these relief settmgs 

For the propane/propene system a maximum design pressure 
of 30 bar was used, although m one case a value of 38 bar was 
used For the butanelrsobutane system a maximum desrgn pres- 
sure of 15 bar was used 

Convergence of the optlmlzatlon procedure from 
dlfEerent startmg pomts was satisfactory m all cases 

6 REsIJLTs 
(1) Conventtonal dlstillatron column 

Fust we shall discuss the operation of separating a 
propanelpropene mixture m the column as shown m Fq 
1 There are two degrees for optlmlzation the column 
pressure P and the vapour flow from the reboller V The 
value of the objective function IS proportional to the feed 
flow F, hence it can be plotted m a graph with P and V/F 
along the axis This 1s done m Fig 4 For the con- 
struction of this figure the values gven m Appendix II, 
Table A, were used The obJectlve function 1s gven m 
Dfllkmole feed Plottmg all slgmficant constramts m the 
same figure results m an operatmg wmdow Boll-up and 
pressure must be maintamed wlthm this window or along 
any borderline Under changmg condltlons the con- 
stramts will shift At higher feed rates they shift down- 
wards, which means that the reboller constraint WIH 
become crxtical From Fig 4 it can be seen that the 
optimum 1s rather smooth Along the lower part of the 
contour J/F = 1100 the value of V/F IS approxrmately 
constant for values of the pressure between 21 and 
30 bar, and deviates only 0 2 per cent from the optimum 

20 24 28 

-p-Bar 

Fig 4 Operatmg window for the separation of propanelpropene 

The optuna for dtierent feed rates are grven m Table 
1 V denotes the vapour flow from the reboller and J/F 
the value of the ObJectWe function per kmole feed It can 
be seen that as long as the reboller loading 1s not maxi- 
mai the V/F ratio IS approxunately constant Therefore 
V and F are controlled m ratio by means of the control 
valve in the water supply (see Fig 5) The vapour flow 1s 
calculated from a heat balance over the water side of the 
condenser 
_ 

(9) 

where & 1s the water flow, c,, IS the specific heat 
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Table 1 Opma for dlsWlatlon of propanelpropene m a convenhonal drstdlation column 
1 

steam 
V/F V flow J/F constraint I 

bar kmol,'hr %propene kmol/hr kg/h= Dfi/kmol 

30 0 250 3 45 6 66 1664 8328 11 026 pressure 

30 0 300 3 51 6 63 1988 10062 11 019 pressUI-e 

27 6 350 3 76 6 37 2229 11703 11 007 reboiler 

22 7 400 4 01 5 97 2387 13406 10 978 reboiler 

c 

l3g 5 Constramt control scheme for propanelpropene dls- 
tdlatioon m a s&e cohmn 

The top product quahty 1s controlled by the reflw The 
pressure may then be controlled by the steam flow 
When the steam valve IS wide open, the pressure wllf 
decrease as It IS desired to manage a h&er throughput 
(see Fu 4) For low pressures the column may be close 
to the floodmg constramt Therefore a dtierenbal pres- 
sure controller can reduce the steam flow by means of a 
low value selectmg devtce 

When the pressure IS decreased the VIF ratio IS not 
constant anymore, but has to be reduced The results of 
TabIe 1 may be approximated by the foliowmg hnear 
relationshp 

thus g~mg the ratio set of the flow raho controller on the 
coohng water supply 

In a sumlar way as for the propane/propene dls- 
ma&on, an operabng wmdow can be constructed for the 

separation of butanellsobutane Results are @ven m Fig 
6 The optmnun value of the objective function per 
kmole feed IS equal to 6 59 On the condenser constramt, 
the value of the ObJectWe deviates orily 001 per cent 
from its optunum for the same (VIF) value For the 
construction of Fig 6 the values gven m Append= II 
Table B, were used 

The opWna for dlfZerent feed rates are gven m Table 
2 From Table 2 the locus of optunal operatmg pomts 
may be @ven by 

P==l+ (11) 

where a and /3 are constants 
On the basis of Fig 6, Table 2, and eqn (11) the control 

scheme of Fxg 7 may be constructed 

(u) The vapour recompression system 
As discussed previously, the column pressure P IS the 

OdY degree of freedom The value of the objective 

v/F 

1 

I I I I , I I 
5 

I 

lo l!5 
- pnswns(bar) 

F&g 6 Operatmg wmdow for the separation of butanelrsobutane 

Table 2 OpUma for dlstNation of butanehsobutane us a conventional dlstdlation column - _ 
steam 

P F XB V/F V flow J/F constraint 
bar kmol/hr % lsobutane kmol/hr kg/hr Dfl,'kmol 

6 29 350 9 44 3 18 1114 9179 6 623 

6 92 400 10 17 3 25 1301 10686 6 607 

7 52 450 10 83 3 32 1493 12229 6 591 

8 23 500 11 39 3 40 1701 13894 6 573 condenser 
8 98 550 11 96 3 43 1918 15624 6 55= condenser 
9 73 600 12 76 3 57 2140 17366 6 51- condenser 

* reboiler 
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high value 
---___-____---____ 

panelpropene m case of vapour recompression 

Fig 7 Constramt control scheme for dlstdlation of butaneltso- terns is gven m Fig 8, where the speed of the com- 
butane pressor 1s controlled by a pressure controller 

function for ddferent values of P for the dlsWlat]on of 
propanelpropene are gven m TabIe 3, for the dlstdlatlon 
of butanelisobutane some data are mven m Table 4 The 
moddicatlons of the design data in Appendix II, Table A 
and B, are @ven m Table C and D respectively 

As can be seen from Table 3 for the propane/propene 
system, the pressure should be kept more or less at a 
maxunum value However, for the dnaatlon of 
butane/isobutane the pressure should be kept at a mnu- 
mum value (Table 4) The control scheme for both sys- 

F@ 8 Constramt control scheme for daMlatlon of pro- 

Shmskey [3] argues that the steady-state effect of 
compressor speed on the pressure 1s small, because tlus 
IS a closed system An mcrease 111 speed can reduce 
suction pressure, Increase discharge pressure, and m- 
crease flow But the lugher flow w&l mcrease the rate of 
heat transfer The higher reboder-condensate tem- 
perature wdl mcre&se refiux flashmg and ultimately raise 
column pressure 

However, when we mspect, for example, the data for 
the compression of propene vapour, we see that an 
increase m pressure WIU reduce the work Introduced by 

Table 3 Results for propene vapor recompresslon 

F P PC R J/F Electr cons 
kmol/hr bar bar Dfl/kmol Mw 

500 6 10 9 7 64 11 38 15 
500 14 23 1 8 95 11 46 11 
500 22 32 4 9 85 11 45 11 
500 30 43 6 10 58 11 48 10 

600 6 11 9 7 64 11 32 22 
600 14 24 5 8 96 11 40 17 
600 22 35 4 9 87 11 38 18 
600* 26 41 5 10 25 11 44 15 

700 6 12 3 7 65 11 27 30 
700 14 27 2 8 98 11 34 25 
700* 16 30 6 9 23 11 32 26 

* indicates flooding, 

Table 4 Results for lsobutane vapour recompresslon 

F P pc R J/F Elactr cons 
kmol/hr bar bar Dfl/kmol Mw 

450 12 0 21 3 7 42 6 80 11 

450 80 14 7 6 20 6 85 12 

450 40 76 4 77 7 a0 12 

450 20 39 3 84 7 03 12 
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the compressor. This will have a stabilizing effect on the 
pressure. 

If the controlled system could drift to an undesired 
operating point, installation of a cooler would be neces- 
sary. Shinskey [3] proposes a connection between com- 
pressor outlet and flash tank. This is a far from optimal 
solution of the control problem since only part of the 
heat in the compressed vapour is used for reboiling. 
Therefore we studied an alternative solution by installing 
the cooler in the return line from top product ac- 
cumulator to flash tank. This system has two degrees of 
freedom for which the column pressure P and the 
vapour flow through the compressor ~bc were selected. 

Results for propene compression are given in Fig. 9, 
for a feedrate of 500 kmoles/hr. It can be seen that the 
optimum lies on the interconnection of two constraints: 
the maximum pressure and no cooling constraint. Cool- 
ing decreases the value of the objective function but it 
should be noted that the optimum is rather flat. Results 
for isobutane compression are given in Fig. 10, for a 
feedrate of 450 kmoles/hr. It is evident that for the range 
of parameters investigated pressure should be mini- 
mized, resulting in a maximum cooling water flow to the 
condensor. Pressure can again be controlled by the 
compressor speed. 

(bar) 
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(iii) The heat integrated two column system 
Two case studies have been made for the distillation of 

propane/propene. The details of the design of the system 
for case study one are given in Appendix II, Table E, 
where only .the modifications to Table A are given. The 
results of this optimization study are given in Table 5; 

P 
(bar) / max. Tess. constraint  

/ / . , /1  l l / / / / / / / / 1 / / / ~ 1  

Fig. 9. Value of the objective function vs pressure P and 
compressor flowrate Oc in case of vapour recompression with 

cooling. 

max.pressure 

= 0c ikmol/hr) 
Fig. 10. Value of the objective function vs pressuCe P and compressor flowrate ~c in case of isobutane vapour 

recompression with cooling. 

Table 5. Optimization of.inter'areA columns, case study one 

I ~ , 1  ~.2__]'~rl ]T2 [ - o z  -o2 I ~ - [  Dfl /[  . . . . .  

I ° ~1 ~ ° 3 " ~  ~°°1~ '~1~ '~1 ~'~1 ~-°°°° o . , ~ o  ~.~ ~ , ~ , ~ , ~  

I o ~ ~ ~ . ~ 1 , . ~ 1  ~.~1o.~,~ o . , ~ ,  ~.~ I , . ~ , 1 , , ~ , ~ , ,  

, o . ~ . ~ o o 1 ~ . ~ 1 ~ . ~  I ~ . ~ 1 o . ~  o . ~  ~.~ i , . ~ 1 , , ~ , ~  
o . ~ ~ ~ . ~ 1 ~ . ~ 1  ~.~1o.~,~ o . ~  ~.~ , . ~ ,  ~,~,~,~ 

I o . ~ ~ . s 1 3 3 . s l H . 3 1 o . 9 9 9 9  o . 9 8 4 9  a . 3  ,~2 .89  ~ , 2 , 4  

L _ _ L _ . ~  _ a 

notes: i) bottom of column two on flooding constraint 

2) pressure in column one on constrain~., of 38 bar 

3) reboiler constraint 

4) water costs I0 cts/m3 

5) water costs 2 cts/m3 
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Fig. 11. Constraint control scheme from Table 5. 

the constraint control scheme in Fig. 11. As can be seen 
the first column is on the pressure constraint of 38 bar 
and the second column is on the flooding constraint. 
Therefore the pressure has to be maintained on its max- 
imum value, for which the steam flow may be chosen, 
and the differential pressure, as an indication for the 
column loading, is maintained on its maximum allowable 
value by adjusting the cooling water flowrate. 

The number of degrees of freedom is now reduced 
from four to two. The remaining ones can be chosen in 
different ways. For instance one may choose the ratio of 
the feed rates and the top reflux ratio of column two. As 
can be seen from Table 5 the ratio setting of the flow 
controller of feedrate F, mainly depends on the total 
feedrate, although there is also a dependance on the feed 
composition and the value of top and bottom product. 
The ratio setting of the flow controller of the reflux to the 
second column mainly depends on the feed composition. 

This composition may be estimated from the ratio of 
the distillate flow and feed rate. 

As also can be seen from Table 5 the pressure in the 
second column is more or less constant. If both column 
pressures P, and/'2 are fixed on 38 and 24.7 bar respec- 
tively we can plot the value of the objective function 

X F 

0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0 . 6  

0 . 6  

0 . 7  

0 . 5  

Table 6. Optimization of inte 

F 1 F 
kmol/hkmol/h 

[ .... 

296.6 600 
364.0 700 
402.8 750 
250.5 600 
344.2! 700 
373.8 750 
251.9 600 
237.2 600 

P2 RT I RT2 
bar 

20.34 13.1 9.1 
20.13 ii.I 9.3 
19.83 10.8 9.4 
19.5818.4 9.1 
19.64 13.1 9.0 
19.83 11.6 9.1 
20.06 14.2 7.8 
24.8 10.6 10.6 
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v/F 

~ t i m ~  

2. 

1. - - - f - - - r - - F - -  7 - -  
0 0 2  0 -4  

r e l ) ~ l e r  

0 6  0 8  10  1-2 
= F,~2 

Fig. 12. Value of the objective function for two remaining 
degrees of freedom. 

with the dimensionless vapour flow V/F and the ratio of 
the feed rates FJF2 along the axis. This is done in Fig. 
12. For a one per cent deviation of the optimum profit, 
VIF may vary with about 15 per cent and F, IF2 with 
about 20 per cent. 

For another set of parameters (case study two) given 
in Appendix II Table F, the system was also optimized. 
As the column diameters were increased and the pres- 
sure constraint decreased, the flooding constraint was 
not critical anymore. The results are given in Table 6. It 
can be seen that for a propene feed concentration of 
60 mole per cent, the feed is more or less equally dis- 
tributed between the two columns, while in Table 5 there 
is a rather asymmetric feed distribution. The control 
scheme based on Table 6 is given in Fig. 13. As flooding 
is not critical now the pressure in the second column can 
be controlled by the cooling water flowrate. When flood- 
ing starts, it will be at the bottom of the second column. 
In that case a differential pressure controller may adjust 
the cooling water flow rate by means of a high value 
.selector (a higher value reduces cooling water flow). 

It should be noted that the top product compositions 
of both columns are different. Where the first column 
produces a distillate with very high purity, the second 
column gives a distillate flow which is less pure. This is 
due to the fact that the first column is operated under 

mMd columns, case study two 

XDI XD2 steam 
cons. i 
I0-3 

Ikg/h 

0.9982 0.9822 10.6 
i0.9937 0.9861 12.1 
10.9924 0.9873 12.1 
i0.9998 0.9832 9.1 
0.9982 0.9823 12.1 
)0.9958 0.9844 12.1 
0.9998 0.9831 8.7 
0.9999 0.9837 9.2 

J/F notes "] 
Dfl/ 
kmol 

11.29 1,3 
11.24 1,2,3 
11.18 1,2,3 
11.35 1,4 
11.31 1,2,4 
11.28 1,2,4 

12.50 1,4 
10.23 1,4 

Notes: I) pressure in column one on constraint of 30 bar 
2) reboiler constraint 
3) water costs i0 cts/m3 
4) water costs 2 cts/m3 
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Fa 13 ConstraM control scheme from Table 6 

hrgh pressure with a resultmg low heat of vaponzatlon, 
h& vapour flow and Hugh reflux ratlo The second 
column IS operated under lower pressure with a lower 
reflux ratio 

7 DISCUSSION 
Frst the dlsaatlon of the propane/propene mixture 

WIII be discussed From Table 1 for the conventional 
dlsMation process, It can be seen that the pressure 
should be maxunued, and the average value of the 
objective function IS equal to about 1100 Dfi/kmole feed 
The average steam costs are between 040 and 
0 77 IM/kmole feed, dependmg on the operatmg pres- 
sure 

When the steam costs are -ored, the pressure tends 
to go to a muumum since at lower pressure the separa- 
tion IS less dficult When the steam costs are high we 
have a dtierent sltuatlon An mcrease m column pres- 
sure decreases the heat of vaponzation of the bottom 
product, and decreases the costs of heatmg considerably 
On the other hand the reflux ratio has to be mcreased to 
meet the top product spectication, which Ieads to an 
mcrease in heatmg costs 

It depends on the relative magmtudes of these two 
effects what the pressure WIU do For the propane/pro- 
pene system, with the mven energy costs, a maxunum 
pressure leads to a higher value of the objective func- 
t~on When the heat of vaponzation IS taken as a con- 
stant, as many authors do, thus WIII almost always lead to 
mmunum pressure operation The same effects play a 
role m the operation of the two column system, where 
the pressure is also maxunlzed The average value of the 
ObJectIve function is between 1125 and 1130 Dfl/kmole 
feed, the average steam costs 0 20 to 0 30 Dfl/kmole feed 
For the compression system the energy costs are mamly 
the costs of vapour recompression These costs are 0 20- 
0 43lM/kmole feed and the pressure should be max- 
muzed agam The value of the ObJectlve function IS 
between 1132 and 1148 DfIlkmole feed at the h&est 
allowable pressure 

If only operatmg costs are considered, a vapour 
recompression system should be preferred for the dls- 
tfflation of propanelpropene 

The steam savmgs of a two column system compared 
to the one column system are worth menbonmg These 
savings are equal to about a factor of two Also m the 
case of the disttiation of butanelrsobutane a vapour 
recompression system @ves a h@er value of the ObJec- 
tlve function than a conventional dlsUlation process 

When comparing the drsttiatzon of the two bmary 
mixtures m a conventional column it can be seen that the 
pressure tends to go to a maxunum for propanelpropene 
whereas for butanellsobutane the pressure tends to go to 
a muumum Obviously the separation IS much easier at 
low pressure for the last system Therefore a low reflux 
ratio accounts for h@er contibutlon to the value of the 
ObJeCtlVe function than the extra expenzes on steam 
costs 

Tyreus and Luyben [2,4] also made a study on dls- 
tdIatlon 111 a two column system and a vapour recom- 
pression system These authors reJected the compression 
system, because of its Hugh maintenance costs and bad 
rehablllty These aspects are left out of consideration m 
this work 

Acknowledgement-The authors would l&e to express thev gra- 
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NOTATION 

absorption factor on tray 1 
bottom product flow rate, kmol/hr 
cost or value factor, lM/kmol 
constant 
specific heat, J/kgK 
drstlllate flow, kmol/hr 
electicity consumption, kWh 
feed rate, kmoI/hr 
fugac1ty 
hquld part of the feed, kmol/hr 
enthalpy, J/km01 
heat of vaponzatlon, J/km01 
fixed costs 
ObJective function, Dil/hr 
dlstibutlon coefficient 
hqmd flow rate, kmol/br 
tray Irqud flow, kmol/hr 
molecular weight 
pressure, bar 
pure component vapour pressure, bar 
heat flow, kJJhr 
top and bottom reflux ratio 
steam flow, kg/hr 
temperature, K 
heat transfer coefficient, W/m’K 
vapor flow rate, lcmol/hr 
tray vapour flow, kmol/hr 
water flow rate, kg/hr 
liquid composlUon 
vapour composrtion 
parameter defined m (I 9) 
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Greek symbols 
constant 
constant 
flow rate, kg/Ju 
parameter delined III append= I 
parameter defined m appendix I 
density, kg/m3 
ratio of specdic heats 
surface tenslon, N/m 

bottom 
condenser 
dlstdJate 
electncrty 
feed 
hquld 
reboder 
steam 
vapour 
water 
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~LPROCE?&SMoD&LLIIyG 
(1) Edmuter model for the dutdlatwn cohunn 

In tie Edmlster model an absorptmn factor IS defined for each 
component as 

where I,, IS the flow of component I on tray n , ua,, IS the vapour 
tlow of component I on tray R, L. V IS the average hqurd and 
vaoour flow m the absorption se&on and Km IS the dlstnbutton 
co&lent of componenir on tray n 

The dlstibution coefficient IS calculated from 

0 2) 

where fP IS the fugacity for correctmn of the vapour pressure, fi 

IS the fugacrty for correctton of the total pressure, pP the pore 
component vapour pressure of component I and p IS the total 
pressure 

From a mass balance at the top of the column we c+n denve 

L RT _=- 
V l+Rr (I 31 

with RT the top reflux rat10 
Absorption factors are calculated for feed and top tray res- 

pectively, denoted with &-d and A w and averaged 

A, = VA,,& 1 f AL& + l/4 - l/2 (I 4) 

In a similar way stnppmg factors are defined and averaged 

S,.. =; Kim (15) 

V RI9 -=- 
L l+R8 (r 6) 

with Rg the bottom retlux ratio and 

s, = ~s,.&cd1+ S,,,,,) + 114 - l/2 (I 7) 

From pti and total mass balances It can be denved that 

m which 

Z=U+W(~-~A,-& 0 9) 

1-A;” RT 1-e #pAAl=___ - 
l-/i, ~+RT l-6 

0 10) 

(r 8) 

0 11) 

IL.I IS the hqmd fractton of the feed, which LS equal to K when 
the feed enters the column at boding pomt condlbons 

The parameters m and n denote the number of trays m the 
stnppmg and absorption section The dlstdlate flow follows from 

and from summation 

4 = Ft-Bt (1 12) 

D=xaandB=xB, 

thus the top vapour concentration of component I IS 

(I 13) 

Yt0P.d =% (1 14) 

and the bottom liquid concentration 

B, 
-%ottomJ = - B (I 15) 

Calcuiarwn procedure 
Select the colomn pressure P, the top reflux rat.10 RT and the 

bottom reflux rat10 Rm For gwen feed composthon and pressure 
the boxhng pomt of the feed can be calculated Select top and 
bottom temperature equal to the feed temperature 

From the Antome equation the part& vapour pressure of the 
components can be calculated for a given temperature [lo] 

lIus IS done for top, feed and bottom tray Together with the 
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actzv~ty coefficients taken from hterature [12,13] the dlstnbut~on 
coe5clent can be calculated accordmg to eqn (I 2) 

With the md of (I 1) and (I 3)-(113) top and bottom product 
compositions can be calculated From these bubble and dewpomt 
temperatures can be computed by means of the two following 
equations 

and 

(1 16) 

The cakulahons are repeated usmg the last two temperatures as 
bottom and top temperature respeblvely, untd the ddference 
between the two parrs of temperatures 1s sufficiently small 

(u) Reboder 
In the EdmIster model the vapour flows are calculated as well 

as the temperatures For a mven temperature the heat of 
vapounzabon can be calculated, resultmg m a value of the heat 
to be transferred QR The steam temperature IS then computed 
from 

T QR ,Wm = Gmom+~ (1 18) 

At thus steam temperature the heat of condensation IS A&*, 
The steam flow can now be calculated from 

(m) Condensur 
At a sven column top temperature the heat of condensation 

can be calculated, resultmg m a value of the heat to be transfer- 
red Qc The coolmg water outlet temperature IS calculated from 

and the waterflow from 

4 
QC 

wpt=r = cpw(Twout- Twd (121) 

(IV) Integrated reborlerlcondensor 
Equations are Dven for the rebollerlcondensor of the two 

column system For the vapour recompressIon system sun&u 
equations hold Equation (I 22) has only to be extended w&h a 
term due to superheatmg The two heat transfer equations are 

and 

(v) Compressron 
For polytroprc compressIon the followmg relation&p holds 

(124) 

with p > K. and K bemg the ratio of specdk heats The mdex c 
denotes the &charge condltlons The energy consumption can 
be determmed from the enthalpy dlflerence between compressor 
mlet and outlet The enthalpy IS determmed from 

H, =C,T,+C*T,z+Cg,+C9,2+CsP,T, 

where CI to C5 are constants 

0 2.5) 

(VI) Flash tank 
As the pressure m the reboder is lugher than m the flash tank, 

part of the hqmd wdl evaporate This amount can roughly be 
calculated from 

(I IS the vapour fraction, C, 1s the specdic heat and Tn IS the 
rebofier temperature 

AFFENDIX II 

Table A Data f& the determmabon of an operatmg window for the dlskllatlon of a propanelpropene muture m a 
conve_&onal dlstdlation column 

Column diameter 

Tray spacing 

Reboiler area 

Condenser area 

Feedrate 

Feed composition, propene 

Value dIstillate 

Value bottom product 

steam costs 

water costs 

Number of trays 

Feedtray location (bottom = 1) 

Distillate composition, propene 

ActivLty coefficients 

Propane, top/feed/bottom 

Propene, top/feed/bottom 

Overall heat transfer coefficients 

Reboiler 

Condenser 

Pressure constraint 

2 40 m 

06m 

125 m 2 

725 m2 
300 kmoles/hr 

0 60 

0 385 Dfl/kg 

0 114 Dfl/kg 

0 0175 Dfl/kg 

0 00002 Dfl/kg 

180 

60 

0 99 

1 oooo/o 9997/l 0100 

1 0191/l 0291/l 0051 

800 kcal/m2hrK 

400 kcal/m2hrK 

30 bar 
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Table B Data for the determmation of an operatmg wmdow for the dlstdlatton of a butanellsobutane mrxture m a 
conventional dMdlafion column 

Column diameter 

Tray spacing 

Rebozler area 

Condenser area 

Feedrate 

Feedcompositzon, isobutane 

Value distillate 

Value bottomproduct 

steam costs 

water costs 

Number of trays 

Feedtray locatlon (bottom = 1) 

DIstIllate composition, isabutane 

Activity coefficients 

Overall heat transfer coefficients 

Reboiler 

Condenser 

pressure constraint 

3 25 m 

06x11 

300 In2 

550 In" I 
450 kmoles/hr 

06 

0.140 Dfl/kg 
0.100 Dfl/kg 

0 0175 Dfl/kg 

0 00002 Dfl/kg 

100 

40 

0 99 

1 0000 

800 kcal/m2hrK 

400 kcal/m2hrK 

15 bar i 

Table C Modifications to table A for propene vapour recompresslon 

Column diameter 3.25 m 

Reboller area 800 m* 

Overall beat transfer coefficient 

reboiler/condensor 600 kcal/m2hrK 

Electricity costs 0.10 Dfl/kWh 

No condenser 

Feedrate 500 kmoles/hr 

Table D Moddicatlons to table B for lsobutane vauour recompression 

Column diameter 

Reboller area 

Overall heat transfer coefficient 
reboiler/condensor 

Electrlclty costs 

No condenser 

3 75 m 

670 m2 

600 kcal/m2hrK 

0 10 Dfl/kWh 

Table E Moddicafions to table A for the hvo column system, case study one 

Diameter column 1 

Diameter column 2 

Reboiler area column 1 

Peboller/condensor drea 

Condenser area column 2 

U condensor/reboiler 

Value dIstIllate 

Value bottom product 

Water costs 

Pressure c*nstraxnt 

2 75 m 

2 40 m 

130 m2 

1022 m2 

705 Ill2 

600 kcal/m2hrK 

0 485 Dfljkg 

0 140 Dfl/kg 

0 00002 or 

0 0001 Dfl/kg 

38 bar 
Total feed rate 600 - 750 kmoles/hr 
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Table F Moddkat~ons to table A for the two column system, case study two 

Diameter column 1 
Diameter column 2 
Reboiler area column 1 
Rebofler/condensor area 
Condensor area column 2 
U condensor/reboiler 
Value distillate 
Value bottom product 
water costs 

Pressure constraint 
Total feed rate 

2.75 m 
2 40 m 
130 In* 
1022 In2 
705 In2 
600 kcal/m2hrK 
0 485 Dfl/kg 
0 140 Dfl/kg 
0 00002 or 
0 0001 Dfl,'kg 
38 bar 
600 - 750 kmoles/hr 


